We give a new proof of the large deviation principle from the hydrodynamic limit for the Ginzberg-Landau model studied in [7] using techniques from the theory of stochastic control and weak convergence methods. The proof is based on characterizing subsequential hydrodynamic limits of controlled diffusions with nearest neighbor interaction that arise from a variational representation of certain Laplace functionals. The approach taken here does not require superexponential probability estimates, estimation of exponential moments, or an analysis of eigenvalue problems, that are central ingredients in previous proofs. Instead, proof techniques are very similar to those used for the law of large number analysis, namely in the proof of convergence to the hydrodynamic limit (cf. [12] ). Specifically, the key step in the proof is establishing suitable bounds on relative entropies and Dirichlet forms associated with certain controlled laws. This general approach has the promise to be applicable to other interacting particle systems as well and to the case of non-equilibrium starting configurations, and to infinite volume systems.
Introduction and Notation
We consider the Ginzberg-Landau model in finite volume, namely the following system of interacting diffusions in R N :
on some finite time horizon 0 ≤ t ≤ T for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The random variable X N i (t) is thought of as the amount of charge at the site i/N on the periodic lattice {1/N, . . . , (N − 1)/N, 1}, and we identify Z N N +1 and X N N +1 with Z N 1 and X N 1 respectively. Here {B i (t)} ∞ i=1 are independent standard one-dimensional Brownian motions given on some probability space (V, F, P) and φ : R → R is a twice continuously differentiable function such that R exp(−φ(x))dx = 1,
M (λ)
. = R exp(λx − φ(x)) < ∞ for all λ ∈ R, (1.2) and R exp(σ|φ ′ (x)| − φ(x))dx < ∞ for all σ > 0. (1. 3)
The process X N = (X N i ) N i=1 is a R N -valued Markov process with generator given by
where V i = ∂ i − ∂ i+1 and ∂ i denotes the partial derivative with respect to x i . Let Φ be the probability measure on R defined by Φ(dx) . = e −φ(x) dx, and let Φ N be the measure on R N defined by Φ N (dx) . = Φ(dx 1 )Φ(dx 2 ) . . . Φ(dx n ). One may check via integration by parts that L N is a symmetric operator on L 2 (R N , Φ) and that therefore, Φ N defines an invariant measure for the diffusion X N . Throughout this work, X N will be the stationary process obtained by taking X N (0) distributed according to Φ N .
Associated with the collection (X N i (t)) N i=1 for t ≥ 0, consider the signed measure on the circle S (namely the interval [0, 1] with its end points identified), defined by µ N (t, dθ) .
The goal of this work is to establish a large deviation principle for the stochastic process {µ N (t)} that takes values in the space M S of signed measures on S.
Hydrodynamic limits for the sequence of signed measure valued stochastic processes given by (1.5) were first investigated in the seminal work of [12] using techniques based on estimates on relative entropies and Dirichlet forms (governing the rate of change of relative entropies). A subsequent paper [7] laid the mathematical foundations of the large deviation theory for such interacting particle systems. The methods developed in [7] for the large deviation analysis have been used and extended in a variety of interacting particle system settings such as the nongradient Ginzberg-Landau model [19] , the Ginzberg-Landau ∇φ-interface model [11] , the infinite volume versions of the Ginzberg-Landau model and the zero range processes [17] [2], the weakly asymmetric simple exclusion process [15] , the symmetric exclusion process in dimension at least three [20] and interacting spin systems [6] , to name a few. The analysis in all these works proceeds via a precise control of moments for exponential martingales. The key ingredient is a superexponential estimate (see, for example, Theorem 2.2 of [17] ) that is used to replace the correlation fields appearing in the exponential martingales by suitable functions of the density field. One of the challenges in obtaining such superexponential probability estimates is that they exploit reversibility in a crucial way and applicability of methods based on such estimates is somewhat limited for non-equilibrium initial distributions or non-reversible generators. Furthermore, in the infinite volume case, if the starting distribution does not have finite entropy with respect to the stationary measure, it becomes a considerably challenging problem to derive superexponential estimates by the standard method of comparison with the equilibrium model and solving an eigenvalue problem for the latter model. In general, superexponential probability estimates are the most technical parts of the large deviation proofs for such systems. We note however that such estimates have been established for some infinite volume and non-equilibrium settings (see [17] , [2] ) using the so-called "one-block" and "two-block" estimates. In other works, large deviation problems for some weakly asymmetric models have been addressed via model-specific computations [9, 18] .
In this work we give a new proof of the large deviation principle originally obtained in [7] . The proof technique is very different from all the references listed above. The central ingredient in our approach are certain stochastic control representations and weak convergence techniques. The latter are very similar to those developed for the proof of the law of large numbers in [12] (see for example the proofs of Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.10). These techniques allow us to prove tightness of certain controlled processes and to characterize the weak subsequential limits. In contrast to the proof in [7] (see e.g. Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.7 and Theorem 2.5 therein), no superexponential probability estimates or exponential moment bounds are invoked in this method. In particular, analysis of eigenvalue problems of the form in previous works (cf. [7, Lemma 2.2] ) is not needed in this approach. The starting point of our proof is the Bryc-Varadhan equivalence between the Laplace principle and the large deviations principle for random variables taking values in a Polish space (see the discussion leading upto (2.1)). Using a stochastic control representation for exponential functionals of Brownian motions ( [3] , see also [5] and Lemma 3.2 in this work), this equivalence reduces the problem of large deviations to the study of asymptotics of costs associated with certain controlled stochastic processes. Characterization of the limits of the controlled processes and the costs relies on a qualitative understanding of properties such as existence, uniqueness, and continuity (in the control) of solutions of certain controlled analogues of the hydrodynamic limit PDE associated with the system (see Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12) . We note that hydrodynamic limits of certain 'mildly perturbed systems' are studied in [7] , however the form of the perturbations and the role they play in the analysis is somewhat different. In particular, the perturbations analyzed in [7] are non-random and they appear only in the proof of the lower bound. In contrast, the controlled systems studied in the current work correspond to random perturbations and are central ingredients in the proofs of both the upper and the lower bound.
The general framework of the proof suggests that for any given system of interacting particles the large deviation analysis hinges on a good understanding of the associated hydrodynamic limit theory (i.e. law of large number behavior). In particular, for the current setting, the weak convergence arguments that allow the characterization of costs and controlled processes in the stochastic control representations rely on similar estimates, on relative entropies and Dirichlet forms associated with probability densities of the controlled processes, that form the basis of the hydrodynamic limit proof in [12] for the uncontrolled system. Obtaining these estimates, which are relatively straightforward for the uncontrolled system, is the most demanding part of the proof. One key technical step in getting these estimates (Lemma 6.1) is establishing suitable regularity of the density of the controlled process. Although many steps in the proof of Lemma 6.1 are classical in PDE literature, we have provided a full proof for keeping the presentation self-contained. This lemma is crucial in the proof of Lemma 3.4 which relies on an application of Itô's formula. Despite the demanding proofs of Lemmas 6.1 and 3.4, the general method of proof of the large deviation principle seems quite robust and many ingredients in the proof carryover to nonreversible systems and to the infinite volume case as well. Moreover, the method is applicable for a broad class of initial distributions (which could be very different from the equilibrium measure). The proof framework developed in the current work will be a starting point for the study of these more general settings and will be taken up in future work.
Notation. We will use the following notation. For a Polish space E, P(E) will denote the space of probability measures on E which will be equipped with the topology of weak convergence; C(E) will denote the space of real valued continuous functions on E; and C([0, T ] : E) will denote the space of continuous functions from [0, T ] to E equipped with the topology of uniform convergence. A collection of P(E)-valued random variables will be called tight if their probability distributions form a relatively compact collection in P(P(E)). We will denote by L 2 ([0, T ] : R N ) and L 2 ([0, T ] × S) the Hilbert spaces of square integrable functions from [0, T ] (resp. [0, T ] × S) to R N (resp. R). Given two probability measures γ, θ on some measurable space, the relative entropy of γ with respect to θ will be denoted as R(γ θ). For any subset A in the sigma-algebra of a measurable space R, I A : R → R will denote the indicator function which takes value one on A and zero on the complement of A. We will denote by κ, κ 1 , κ 2 , . . . generic finite constants that appear in the course of a proof. The values of these constants may change from one proof to the next.
In order to give a precise statement of the result we begin by discussing the topology on the space M S and on the space of M S -valued continuous paths.
Topology on the Space of Signed Measures
The space M S equipped with the topology of weak convergence is not metrizable and therefore this topology is not convenient to work with. Instead we proceed as in [12] . Consider the spaces {M l S } l∈N , where M l S is the space of signed measures on S with total variation bounded by l, namely M l S consists of γ ∈ M S such that
where B 1 (S) is the space of real functions on S with f ∞ . = sup θ∈S |f (θ)| ≤ 1 and for a signed measure γ and a bounded real function f on S, γ, f .
S equipped with the topology of weak convergence is a Polish space and one convenient metric (see Lemma 1.1) on this space is the bounded-Lipschitz distance defined as
where BL 1 (S) is the space of Lipschitz functions on S with f BL . 
Let Ω = ∪ l∈N Ω l . Let C([0, T ] : M S ) denote the space of all paths in M S that are continuous in the topology of weak convergence. It is easy to check that for any µ ∈ C([0, T ] : M S ) and any continuous function f on S sup 0≤t≤T S f (θ)µ(t, dθ) < ∞. Therefore, by the uniform boundedness principle (see
and thus Ω = C([0, T ] : M S ). In particular, for any µ ∈ Ω such that for every t ∈ [0, T ], µ(t, ·) has a density m(t, θ) (namely, µ(t, dθ) = m(t, θ)dθ),
The space Ω will be equipped with the direct limit topology, namely a set G ⊂ Ω is open if and only if for every l ∈ N, G l .
is equipped with the corresponding direct limit topology.
The stochastic process {µ N (t)} introduced in (1.5) has sample paths in Ω, i.e. {µ N } is a sequence of Ω-valued random variables. The goal of this work is to establish a large deviation principle for {µ N } on Ω (equipped with the direct limit topology). We record below a few useful facts about the topology used here. Proofs are given in Section 11. For x ∈ Ω and a set A ∈ Ω, let d * (x, A) . = inf{d * (x, y) : y ∈ A}. Lemma 1.1. The following hold.
(a) For each l ∈ N, the weak convergence topology on M l S is equivalent to the topology induced by the bounded Lipschitz metric.
(b) Let µ n , µ ∈ Ω and suppose that µ n → µ. Then the following hold.
(ii) For some l < ∞, µ n , µ ∈ Ω l for all n ∈ N.
(c) Let F be a closed set in Ω. Let for l ∈ (0, ∞) and x ∈ Ω, h(x) .
Then h is a continuous function on Ω.
Rate Function
We now introduce the rate function associated with the collection {µ N }. The form of this rate function is different from that given in [7] (see Remark 1.3). Let for λ ∈ R, ρ(λ) . = log M (λ), and let h(x) . = sup λ∈R {λx − ρ(λ)} be the Legendre transform of ρ. LetΩ denote the collection of all µ in Ω such that for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T, µ(t, dθ) has a density m(t, θ) (namely µ(t, dθ) = m(t, θ)dθ) that is weakly differentiable in θ and satisfies
Let π ∈ P(R × S) be such that π can be disintegrated as π(dx dθ) = π 1 (dx | θ)dθ, R |x|π 1 (dx|θ) < ∞ for a.e. θ, and with m 0 (θ) = R xπ 1 (dx|θ), S h(m 0 (θ))dθ < ∞. We denote the collection of all such π as P * (R × S).
where the equation is interpreted in the weak sense, namely for any smooth function J on S and any
for µ ∈Ω, where the infimum is over
, and set I(µ) = ∞ for µ ∈ Ω \Ω. By convention, infimum over an empty set is taken to be ∞.
Statement of the Main Result
The following is the main result of this work. Proof is given in Section 2.
Theorem 1.2. I is a rate function on Ω, namely for every M < ∞ {µ ∈ Ω : I(µ) ≤ M } is compact, and {µ N } satisfies a large deviations principle on Ω with rate function I. Remark 1.3. In [7] , Donsker and Varadhan proved a large deviations principle for µ N with rate functionĨ
if µ has a density such that µ(t, dθ) = m(t, θ)dθ, and I(µ) = ∞ otherwise. Here, | · | −1 denotes the Sobolev H −1 semi-norm, i.e. the dual of the Sobolev H 1 semi-norm (see [1] ), By the uniqueness of rate functions (see for example [8, Theorem 1.3 .1]) and Theorem 1.2, it follows that I =Ĩ. This fact can also be verified directly by using the identities
Organization. Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide the proof of our main result, namely Theorem 1.2. The proof relies on Proposition 2.1 which says that it suffices to prove certain Laplace asymptotics and compactness properties of level sets of I. These properties are established on Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. Proofs of Proposition 2.1, Theorem 2.2, and Lemma 2.3 are given in Sections 9, 3, and 4 respectively. Section 3 that establishes the desired Laplace asymptotics (namely Theorem 2.2) relies on several other results. The first two key lemmas are Lemma 3.3 and 3.4 that give suitable bounds on relative entropies and Dirichlet forms. The proofs of these two lemmas and of a key lemma on regularity of densities of controlled processes (Lemma 6.1) are given in Section 6. Proof of Theorem 2.2 also uses a potpourri of tightness and weak convergence results (Lemmas 3.5-3.9) some of which are quite standard. Proof of Lemma 3.5 is in Section 7 while Lemmas 3.6-3.9 are proved in Section 8. Another important result needed in the proof of Theorem 2.2 is the characterization of weak limits of controls and controlled processes. This result, formulated in Theorem 3.10 is proved in Section 5. The final set of results needed for the proof of Theorem 2.2 are Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12 that give existence, uniqueness and continuity properties of controlled hydrodynamic PDE (equation (1.11) ). These lemmas are proved in Section 10. Based on the above results, proof of Theorem 2.2 is completed in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.2.
Thus the overall organization is as follows. Section 3: Proof of Theorem 2.2; Section 4: Proof of Lemma 2.3; Section 5: Proof of Theorem 3.10; Section 6: Proofs of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 and the regularity lemma, Lemma 6.1; Section 7: Proof of Lemma 3.5; Section 8: Proofs of Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9; Section 9: Proof of Proposition 2.1; Section 10: Proofs of Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12. Finally Section 11 gives the proof of Lemma 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section we present the proof of Theorem 1.2. The main ingredient in the approach we take is the following result which says that in order to prove the large deviation principle it suffices to prove certain Laplace asymptotics and certain compactness properties of the function I. Recall that a function I : E → [0, ∞] is called a rate function if it has compact sublevel sets, i.e. for every M < ∞, the set {x : I(x) ≤ M } is a compact subset of E. For a sequence of random variables Z N taking values in a Polish space E, it is well known that (cf. [8, Theorem 1.2.3] ) the large deviations principle is equivalent to the Laplace principle, that is, Z N satisfies the large deviations principle with rate function I if and only if I has compact sub-level sets and for all bounded and continuous functions F ,
Since Ω is not a Polish space, but instead an infinite union of Polish spaces, we will need the following generalization of the above result. Proof is given in Section 9. For a set A ⊂ Ω, A l will denote A ∩ Ω l . For A ⊂ Ω and
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that {Z N } N ∈N is a sequence of Ω-valued random variables such that
Then the following hold.
(a) If for all continuous and bounded g :
3) 6) and lim sup
The following result shows that for the collection {µ N } introduced in (1.5), the Laplace asymptotics of the form needed in Proposition 2.1 are satisfied. Proof is given in Section 3. 
where I is defined by (1.14).
The following result gives a compactness property of sub-level sets of I. The proof is given in Section 4. Lemma 2.3. Let I be as in (1.14) . For all l ∈ N and M < ∞ the set Γ l,M . = {µ ∈ Ω l : I(µ) ≤ M } is a compact subset of Ω l .
Completing the Proof of Theorem 1.2
In order to prove the first statement of Theorem 1.2, namely I is a rate function on Ω, it suffices in view of Lemma 2.3 to show that for every M < ∞, there exists a l ∈ N such that Γ M . = {µ ∈ Ω : I(µ) ≤ M } ⊂ Γ l,M . We argue via contradiction. Suppose that there exists M < ∞ such that for every l ∈ N there exists µ l /
∈ Ω l such that I(µ l ) ≤ M. From the lower semi-continuity of total variation it follows that Ω l is is closed in Ω l ′ for all l ′ ≥ l. Thus, (Ω l ) c is open in Ω. [12, Lemma 6.1] shows that there exist C 1 , C 2 , l 0 ∈ (0, ∞) such that
In particular (2.2) holds with Z N replaced with µ N . It now follows from Proposition 2.1(a) and Theorem 2.2 that for each l ∈ N lim inf
However this contradicts (2.8) and therefore the proof that I is a rate function on Ω is complete. The second part of the theorem is now immediate from (2.8) (which, as noted previously, implies (2.2) with Z N replaced with µ N ), Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2.
3 Proof of Theorem 2.2
Variational Representation
The following representation formula for exponential functionals of F (µ N ) follows from [5, Proposition 4.1]. The latter result builds upon ideas in the proof of a similar representation for functionals of a finite dimensional Brownian motion in [3] . Let (V,F ,P) be a probability space on which we are given an N -dimensional Brownian motion, which we denote once more as (B 1 , . . . B N ) = B N , and a R N -valued random variableX N (0) independent of B N and with probability law Π N . Let {F t } be any filtration satisfying the usual conditions such that B N is a {F t }-Brownian motion andX N (0) isF 0 measurable. Let S Π N . = (V,F , {F t },P,X N (0), B N ) and consider the following collection of processes
and each ψ i is a real-valuedF t progressively measurable process}.
be the solution to the system of equations defined the same way as (
We shall refer toX N as the controlled process and to X N as the uncontrolled process. Letμ N (t) denote the signed measure on the unit circle associated with the controlled processX N t , defined in a manner analogous to (1.5) . Given a probability measure Π N ∈ P(R N ), we consider the disintegration
and withX N (0) distributed as Π N , we define a family of P(R)-valued random variables bȳ
In order to emphasize the initial distribution Π N , we will sometimes write the probability measurē P asP Π N and denote the corresponding expectation byĒ Π N . The following representation is a consequence of [5, Proposition 4.1] (see also Lemma 5.1 therein).
Lemma 3.1. Let F : Ω → R be a continuous and bounded function. Then for all
where the outer infimum is over all Π N ∈ P(R N ) and all systems S Π N .
An examination of the proof of [5, Proposition 4.1] and [3] (see [4, Lemma 3.5] ) shows that the class of controls on the right side above can be restricted as follows. For N ∈ N, let A N s (S Π N ) denote the class of simple adapted processes
and U ij is a family of real random variables such that U ij is measurable with respect to σ({B N (t) : 0 ≤ t ≤ t j ,X N (0)}) and for some C ∈ (0, ∞) 
The Laplace Upper Bound
In this section we will prove the inequality lim sup
for all bounded and continuous F : Ω → R, where I is defined by (1.14) . This inequality, together with the complementary inequality given in Section 3.3 will complete the proof of Theorem 2.2. We begin with some key bounds on certain relative entropies and Dirichlet forms.
Bounds on relative entropy and an associated Dirichlet form
In this section we present two technical lemmas. Lemma 3.3 tells us that if the relative entropy H N (0) of the initial measure Π N with respect to Φ N grows linearly with N , then so does the relative entropy H N (t) between the law of the controlled processX N (t) and that of the uncontrolled (stationary) process X N (t) at time t, for suitable collection of controls. This lemma will be key in proving tightness of the signed measure valued processesμ N as well as in characterizing the subsequential hydrodynamic limits of these controlled processes.
Lemma 3.3. Let Π N ∈ P(R N ) for each N ∈ N. Consider a sequence of controls {ψ N } N ∈N such that ψ N ∈ A N s (S Π N ), for some system S Π N , for each N . Suppose that for some C 0 ∈ (0, ∞)
Denote the controlled process associated with the controls ψ N and initial distribution Π N asX N and let for t ∈ [0, T ],Q Π N (t) denote the law of the controlled random variableX N (t). Then, there exists
For any function f on R N that is continuously differentiable along the vector fields V 1 , . . . , V N , we define the Dirichlet form
If, in addition, f is positive, we define I N (f ), given in terms of the Dirichlet form of the square root of f , as follows:
Lemma 3.4 gives an upper bound on I N (f ).
Lemma 3.4. Let Π N , ψ N ,X N be as in Lemma 3.3. Then for each t ∈ [0, T ] and N ∈ N,X N (t) has a density {p N (t, x) : x ∈ R N } with respect to Φ N which is continuously differentiable along the vector fields V 1 , . . . , V N and satisfies the following bound for some C ∈ (0, ∞):
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 provide the key technical estimates in proving that subsequential hydrodynamic limits of controlled processes are weak solutions of (1.11) via the 'block estimate method' of [12] . More precisely, these two lemmas will allow us to apply [12, Theorem 4.1], which will be the main ingredient in the proof of part (v) of Theorem 3.10 stated in Section 3.2.3 below (see proof of (5.8)). Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 will be proved in Section 6.
Tightness results
In this section, we collect several lemmas that provide certain tightness properties and characterizations of limit points. Lemma 3.5 establishes the tightness of the controlled processes {μ N } in Ω for a suitable class of controls.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that Π N , ψ N ,X N are as in Lemma 3.3. Then the associated sequence of controlled signed measure valued processes {μ N } is a tight sequence of Ω-valued random variables. Lemma 3.5 will be proved in Section 7.
For N ∈ N, fix Π N ∈ P(R N ) and letX N (0) be a R N -valued random variable with distribution Π N . LetΦ N i be P(R)-valued random variables as defined in (3.2) . Define a collection of P(R × S)-valued random variables by ν
. Also consider a related random probability measure on R × S given byL
The following lemmas establish tightness of {L N , ν N } and also characterize the subsequential limits.
Lemma 3.6. LetΦ N i ,L N and ν N be as above. Suppose that for some C ∈ (0, ∞)
Then {L N , ν N } is a tight collection of (P(R × S)) 2 -valued random variables.
along some subsequence. ThenL = ν with probability 1. Furthermore, the second marginal ofL is equal to λ, the Lebesgue measure on S.
Lemma 3.8. LetΦ N i ,L N and ν N be as in Lemma 3.6. Suppose thatL N converges in distribution toL along a subsequence. Then,
(3.14)
Furthermore,μ N (0, dθ) = R xL N (dxdθ) converges in distribution in M S to some limitμ(0, dθ) along the same subsequence, andμ
Lemma 3.9. Let π * ∈ P(R × S) be such that its second marginal is the Lebesgue measure on S. DefineΦ
ThenL N defined by (3.12) converges in probability to π * .
Proofs of Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 are quite standard, however for completeness, details are given in Section 8.
Characterizing subsequential limits of controlled processes
The following theorem characterizes subsequential hydrodynamic limits of the controlled processes {μ N } and, in particular, establishes that any subsequential hydrodynamic limit has a density which is a solution to (1.11) 
Note that
In particular if {ψ N } is a sequence as in Lemma 3.3 satisfying the first bound in (3.8), then the associated sequence {u N }, u N = u N (ψ N ) takes value in the set
Equipped with the topology of weak convergence on the Hilbert space L 2 ([0, T ]×S), S C 0 is a compact metric space and thus {u N } N ∈N regarded as a sequence of S C 0 -valued random variables is automatically tight. 
is weakly differentiable and
(v)m is a weak solution to (1.11), i.e. for any smooth J on S and t ∈ [0, T ], (1.12) is satisfied with m replaced bym, m 0 =m(0, ·), and u as above.
Theorem 3.10 will be proved in Section 5.
Completing the proof of Laplace upper bound
We now complete the proof of the inequality in (3.7). Fix F bounded and continuous on Ω and let ǫ ∈ (0, 1). Using Lemma 3.2 we can choose for each N ∈ N, Π N ∈ P(R N ), a system S Π N and
By a standard localization argument and by choosing a larger C if needed, we can assume without loss of generality that for every N 1 2N (3.17) . By the lemmas in Section 3.2.2, we may find a common subsequence
with respect to the weak topology, we have lim inf
Note thatL = ν by Lemma 3.7 and thatμ(0, dθ) = R xL(dxdθ) by Lemma 3.8. Furthermore, from Theorem 3.10,
Define the random measure on R × S as
By integrating against uniformly continuous test functions on R × S, it is clear that m N converges weakly to the same limit as ν N , namely ν. Moreover, by the chain rule for relative entropies (see for
Thus, by (3.18), (3.19) , (3.20) and the continuity of F , we have lim inf
where the last inequality uses the fact thatμ ∈ M ∞ (u, ν) a.s. This completes the proof of (3.7).
Laplace Lower Bound
In this section we establish the complementary bound to (3.7), namely we show that for every bounded and continuous F : Ω → R,
The two bounds together will complete the proof of Theorem 2.2. We begin with some results on existence and uniqueness of solutions of controlled PDE in (1.11).
Existence and uniqueness of solutions to (1.11)
In this subsection, we present two lemmas which establish the existence, uniqueness and continuity of solutions (with respect to u) of the "controlled hydrodynamic limit" equation given in (1.11). The first lemma shows the existence of a solution to (1.11) if u is smooth. The second lemma shows that if if m 1 and m 2 are solutions to (1.11) with same initial condition and u 1 and u 2 in place of u, then the distance between the corresponding elements of Ω is controlled by the L 2 -distance between u 1 and u 2 . In particular, if we choose u 1 = u 2 , this will imply that any solution to (1.11) is unique (within a suitable class).
there exists a unique solution to the PDE (1.11). Furthermore,
is weakly differentiable and satisfies (1.9) and (1.10).
and that m i satisfies (1.9) and (1.10) for i = 1, 2. Let
, and suppose that m 1 and m 2 are weak solutions to (1.11) with u replaced with u 1 and u 2 respectively and initial density m 0 as above. Then
In particular, for any u ∈ L 2 ([0, T ] × S), there is at most one µ ∈ Ω with a density m(t, ·) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T that satisfies (1.9), (1.10) and solves (1.11) with m 0 as above.
(ii) Suppose u n is a sequence in
dθ where m n is the weak solution to (1.11) with u n in place of u and m 0 as in part (i). Suppose there exists a weak solution m to (1.11) associated with the limiting u and the chosen m 0 . Define µ ∈ Ω by µ(t, dθ) = m(t, θ)dθ. Then d * (µ n , µ) → 0 and the sequence {µ n } n≥1 is uniformly bounded in total variation norm, namely sup n∈N sup 0≤t≤T µ n (t) T V < ∞. In particular, µ n converges to µ in Ω.
Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12 will be proved in Section 10.
Completing the proof of Laplace lower bound
The goal of this section is to show the bound in (3.21) for all bounded and continuous F . We begin with the following lemma.
Associated with Π N and {ψ N i } as above, let µ N be defined as in Section 3.1. Then
andμ N converges toμ in distribution in Ω whereμ(t, dθ) = m(t, θ)dθ and m is the unique weak solution of (1.11) with u as above and m 0 (θ) .
Proof. The first statement in the lemma is immediate from the uniform continuity of u. The second is a consequence of Jensen's inequality:
Now consider the final statement. From the convergence in (3.23) and from the chain rule for relative entropies,
and thus, by Lemma 3.5, {μ N } is tight. Letμ be any subsequential weak limit ofμ N . By Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9,μ(0, dθ) = m 0 (θ)dθ, and by construction u N converges to u in L 2 ([0, T ] × S). By Theorem 3.10 we now see thatμ(t, dθ) has a densitym(t, θ) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T and thatm(t, θ) solves (1.11) with u as above and initial condition m 0 . The unique solvability of this equation is a consequence of Lemma 3.12. The result follows.
We now complete the proof of the Laplace lower bound (3.21). Fix F bounded and continuous, and let ǫ > 0. Chooseμ * ∈ Ω such that
and then choose u * ∈ L 2 ([0, T ] × S) and π * ∈ P * (R × S) such thatμ * ∈ M ∞ (u * , π * ) and
Therefore, by Lemma 3.11 there existsμ * * ∈ Ω such thatμ * * (t, dθ) has a densitym * * (t, θ) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T, that satisfies (1.9) and (1.10), and is the unique weak solution of (1.11) (with m replaced withm * * ) with the above choice of m 0 and u replaced by u * * . In particular,μ * * ∈ M(u * * , π * ). By the last statement in Lemma 3.12 and the continuity of F we have that |F (μ * ) − F (μ * * )| ≤ ǫ if δ is chosen to be sufficiently small. DefineΦ N i and ψ N i by (3.16) and (3.22), respectively, with (π, u) replaced with (π * , u * * ). Let Π N be defined using π * as in the statement of Lemma 3.13. From Lemma 3.13 it then follows thatμ N associated with (Π N , ψ N ) converges toμ * * in distribution and (3.23), (3.24) are satisfied. Thus, by (3.6), lim sup
where the second inequality uses the convergenceμ N →μ * * , the continuity of F , (3.23), and (3.24), the third inequality makes use of our choice of δ, the fourth follows on using (3.27) and the last inequality uses (3.26). Sending δ and ǫ to 0 completes the proof of the Laplace lower bound.
Proof of Lemma 2.3
Let
. Using Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12 we may choose δ n ∈ (0, 1/n) and u n, * ∈ C ∞ ([0, T ] × S) such that u n − u n, * 2 2 ≤ δ n , and the unique weak solution m n, * of (1.11) with m 0 = m n 0 and u = u n, * has the property that
by (3.16) and (3.22), respectively, replacing (u, π) with (u n, * , π n ). Define Π N,n as we defined Π N in the statement of Lemma 3.13, withΦ N i replaced withΦ
, and let for each n ∈ N, the sequencesX N,n ,μ N,n be constructed using (Π N,n , ψ N,n ) as in Section 3.1. For each fixed n, from Lemma 3.13,μ N,n converges in probability, in Ω, as N → ∞ to µ n, * . From Lemma 1.1(b) we must have d * (μ N,n , µ n, * ) → 0 in probability as n → ∞. Also, definingL N,n as in (3.12) withX N replaced withX N,n we see from Lemma 3.9 that for each n,L N,n converges to π n in probability as N → ∞. So for each n we may choose N n such that
where u n,N is defined by the right side of (3.17) by replacing ψ N with ψ N,n , and
where d BL here denotes the bounded-Lipschitz distance on P(R × S). Note that the sequence (Π Nn,n ) ∞ n=1 satisfies R(Π Nn,n Φ Nn ) ≤ N n (M + 1) and, due to (4.3) and (4.1),
So again using Lemma 3.5, the sequenceμ Nn,n is tight. Consider a subsequence, denoted again as {n}, along whichμ Nn,n converges in distribution, in Ω, to some limit µ * . By (4.1), u n is uniformly bounded in L 2 ([0, T ] × S) and π n are tight, so we may restrict attention to a further subsequence (denoted again as {n}) along which u n (and therefore also u n, * and u Nn,n ) converge weakly in L 2 ([0, T ] × S) to some u * and π n converge weakly to some limit π * . Note that from (4.4) we also have thatL Nn,n converges in probability to π * . From the lower semi-continuity of relative entropy and (4.1) we see that π * ∈ P * (R × S). Thus from Theorem 3.10 we have that µ * ∈ M ∞ (u * , π * ) a.s. Furthermore,
and therefore µ * ∈ Γ l,M . Finally, from (4.2) and the fact that along the subsequenceμ Nn,n converges in distribution, in Ω, to µ * we have that, along the same subsequence, d * (µ n, * , µ * ) → 0 (in particular µ * is non-random) and combining this with the fact that d * (µ n , µ n, * ) ≤ 1 n , we now have that d * (µ n , µ * ) → 0 along the subsequence. Thus we have constructed a subsequence of the original sequence {µ n } that converges in Ω l to µ * ∈ Γ l,M which proves the result.
Proof of Theorem 3.10
Proof. Proof is based on the proof of [12, Theorem 5.1], which is an analogous result for the uncontrolled process, and therefore we will only comment on steps that are different. Parts (i)-(iii) follow from [12, Lemma 6.3] using the entropy bound (3.9) given in Lemma 3.3 and Fubini's Theorem.
Part (iv) follows from [12, Lemma 6.6] using in addition to the entropy bound in Lemma 3.3, the Dirichlet form bound in Lemma 3.4, Fubini's Theorem and the observation that
whereQ is the law ofμ,Q t denotes the marginal ofQ at time t and EQ denotes expectation with respect to the underlying measureQ (similarly for E 1
T T 0Q sds
). In particular, on the right side, µ(dθ) = m(θ)dθ is a M S -valued random variable with probability law 1 T T 0Q s ds. We now prove (v). Define for l ∈ N, the cutoff function φ ′ l given by
and let
Note that for N ∈ N, u N defined by (3.17) is a S C 0 -valued random variables and thus we can extract a subsequence which converges weakly, in distribution, to some u with values in S C 0 .
Let ǫ > 0. For fixed t ∈ [0, T ] and a smooth function J on S, define
and therefore for each l ∈ N and ǫ ∈ (0, ∞) To see this, write
where M N is a martingale given by
Using a straightforward estimate on the second moment of M N (see [12, equation (5. 3)]) we see from (5.5), as in the proof of [12, equation (5.4) 
Also, [12, equation (5.6) ] carries over verbatim (with ψ l replaced by φ ′ l ) and we obtain
Recall 4) . This, combined with (5.3), yields lim l→∞ lim sup ǫ→0Ē |H t l,ǫ | = 0. The limit as ǫ → 0 can be take inside the expectation because the third term in H t l,ǫ is uniformly bounded and converges to , θ) ) dθds. Together with part (i), this yields lim inf
From [12, Lemma 6.5], for every σ > 0
Combining these two facts with part (iii) of the theorem, and sending l → ∞, we see that
by the dominated convergence theorem which proves part (v).
Entropy and Dirichlet Form Bounds
In this section, we establish the key bounds on relative entropy and Dirichlet forms stated in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. A key ingredient in the proof of Lemma 3.4 is a suitable regularity of the density of the controlled processX N (t). This is studied in Section 6.1 and proofs of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 are given in Section 6.2. Throughout this section Π N , ψ N andX N are as in the statement of Lemma 3.3.
Regularity of the Density ofX N (t)
In this subsection we will show thatX N (t) has a densityp N (t, x) with respect to the measure Φ N (dx) which is continuously differentiable in time and twice continuously differentiable in space along the vector fields V 1 , . . . , V N . This will allow us to apply Itô's formula in the following subsection. The following is the main regularity lemma of this subsection.
Recall thatQ Π N (t) denotes the probability law ofX N (t). The following lemma holds for each fixed N ∈ N. Recall that for each N , the control ψ N ∈ A N s (S Π N ) is defined in terms of a partition 0 = t 0 ≤ · · · ≤ t k = T and random variables {U ij } as in (3.4) and that these random variables satisfy a uniform bound as in (3.5) . The partition and the uniform bound may depend on the control. This special structure of the control is important in the proof.
Proof. Some steps in the proof are standard PDE estimates but we give full details to keep the presentation self-contained. As φ is twice continuously differentiable, the measure Φ N (dx) has a twice continuously differentiable density f N (x) = exp − N i=1 φ(x i ) with respect to Lebesgue measure. It will be convenient to work with the law of (X N 1 (t), . . . ,
As the vector fields V 1 , . . . , V N are parallel to Σ S ,S N (t) =S N (0) for all t ≥ 0. Therefore, the process (X N 1 (t), . . . ,X N N −1 (t), S N (t)) started at (y 1 , . . . , y N −1 , s) lives in the hyperplane Σ s for all time and by Girsanov's Theorem (see for example [14] ), for t > 0, (X N 1 (t), . . . ,X N N −1 (t)) has a density {q(t, x 1 , . . . , x N −1 | (y 1 , . . . , y N −1 , s)) : (x 1 , . . . , x N −1 ) ∈ R N −1 } with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R N −1 . Denoting the density of (X N 1 (0), . . . ,X N N −1 (0),S N (0)) by ζ N (y 1 , . . . , y N −1 , s), it is straightforward to check that the law of (X N 1 (t), . . . ,X N N −1 (t),S N (t)) has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure on R N given bȳ
(6.1) In particular, (X N 1 (t), . . . ,X N N (t)) has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure which we write as f N (·)p(t, ·). Now, consider for j = 0, 1, . . . k − 1 the time interval (t j , t j+1 ). For brevity, write y (N −1) = (y 1 , . . . , y N −1 ) and x (N −1) = (x 1 , . . . , x N −1 ). As V 1 , . . . , V N are parallel to Σ s for any s ∈ R, to prove Lemma 6.1, it suffices to prove that (t, x (N −1) , s) →q(t, x (N −1) , s) is continuously differentiable in time and twice continuously differentiable in the space variables x 1 , . . . , x N −1 . By the representation (6.1) and the dominated convergence theorem, it suffices to prove that for each (y (N −1) , s), (t, x (N −1) ) →q(t, x (N −1) | y (N −1) , s) is once continuously differentiable in t and twice continuously differentiable in x (N −1) , and for any three compact intervals I ⊂ (t j , t j+1 ), J ∈ R and
where ∂ i denotes partial derivative with respect to x i . Let α(dx
Hereq(x (N −1) j , s, u j ; t, ·) is the density with respect to Lebesgue measure of the process on R N −1 at time t started from x (N −1) j whose generator is given by
, and u N +1,j = u 1j . Thus, by the representation (6.3) and the dominated convergence theorem, in order to prove the lemma it suffices to show that (t, x) →q(z (N −1) , s, u; t, x) is once continuously differentiable in the t variable and twice continuously differentiable in x, on (t j , t j+1 ) × R N −1 for every z (N −1) , s, u and j, and for any three compact intervals I ⊂ (t j , t j+1 ), J ⊂ R and
In order to prove the above statements we will use the broad outline of the proof of part (a) on page 21 of [13] . Fix u = (u 1 , . . . , u N ) ∈ B N . To avoid cumbersome notation, we will write x for x (N −1) ∈ K and z for z (N −1) ∈ R N −1 . For any t * ∈ (t j , t j+1 ) and any compactly supported smooth function ζ on [t j , t * ] × R N −1 ,
Let η be a smooth compactly supported function on R N −1 such that η(x) = 1 for all x ∈ K. Then for any smooth ζ on [t j , t * ] × R N −1 , we have on substituting ηζ in place of ζ in the above equation,
where we have used the fact that
is the density of Φ N (dx) with respect to Lebesgue measure on R N . Next consider the equation
It can be checked that (6. 
where Σ = (Σ ij ) 1≤i,j≤N −1 is given by Σ ii = 2, Σ ij = −1 if |i − j| = 1 and Σ ij = 0 otherwise. For fixed x * ∈ R N −1 and each δ > 0, using the function
in place of ζ in (6.6) and taking the limit δ ↓ 0 in L 1 (R N −1 ), we have for a.e.
One can readily obtain the following estimates on G
||G(t, ·)||
for m > 1, where γ m ∈ (0, ∞) depends only on m and || · || m denotes the L m norm on R N . Write
Note that f are compactly supported C 1 functions (as φ, and hence f N , is a C 2 function). Moreover, the functions f
, f 3 and their derivatives are uniform bounded for (u, s) ∈ B N ×J. We will now show that for any m > 1 and compact
This will be done by a standard bootstrapping procedure and an iterative application of Young's inequality. Fix a m ∈ (1,
, then from (6.8) we have by an application of Young's inequality, for any t * ∈ (t j , t j+1 )
and f 3 are compactly supported functions that do not depend on z and are bounded by a finite constant that does not depend on u, s; η(x) = 1 for all x ∈ K; and ||q(z, s, u; t, ·)|| 1 = 1 for all t ∈ (t j , t j+1 ) and all s, u, z, we have from the estimates in (6.9) and the above equation, that (6.10) holds for any m ∈ (1, 
From the estimate in (6.9) and that (6.10) holds for every compact I ⊂ (t j , t j+1 ), the right-hand side in the above equation is seen to be bounded by a finite constant independent of u ∈ B N , z ∈ R N −1 t * ∈ I, s ∈ J. Thus we have proved (6.10) for any m ∈ (1, N −1 N −3 ). This bootstrapping argument can be applied repeatedly to establish (6.10) for all m > 1. Now, applying Hölder's inequality in (6.8) with m, n such that n ∈ (1,
N −2 ) and 1 m + 1 n = 1, we get that for any x * ∈ K, t * ∈ I, and t ′ j > t j such that I ⊂ (t ′ j , t j+1 )
where κ 4 does not depend on u ∈ B N , z ∈ R N −1 , t * ∈ I, s ∈ J, x * ∈ K, and the last bound holds since (6.10) holds for all compact K and I.
To establish the existence of the derivatives (∂ iq (z, s, u; t, ·)) 1≤i≤N −1 and a result analogous to (6.11) for the derivatives, we will need to establish the Hölder continuity ofq(z, s, u; t, ·) on K. For x 1 , x 2 ∈ K, we use the representation (6.8) to writē
Take n ∈ (1,
) and m such that
Using the estimate (6.10) (for a compact set K which contains the support of η) and Hölder's inequality in the above representation, we have that for some κ 5 ∈ (0, ∞) and all u ∈ B N , z ∈ R N −1 , t * ∈ I, s ∈ J,
Now, by standard computations (for example, see [16, Chapter 4, Section 2]), we see that there exist γ n ∈ (0, ∞) and θ > 0 such that for any x 1 , x 2 ∈ K, t * ∈ (t j , t j+1 ) and t ∈ [t j , t * ),
This, in view of (6.12) implies that for every compact K ⊂ R N −1 there exists κ 6 ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all u ∈ B N , z ∈ R N −1 t * ∈ I, s ∈ J, and x 1 , x 2 ∈ K,
To see how Hölder continuity implies the existence of the derivatives (∂ iq (z, s, u; t, ·)) 1≤i≤N −1 , note that although
We will use this fact to prove the existence of the partial derivatives ofq. For 0 < h < t * − t ′ j , (where as before t ′ j > t j such that I ⊂ (t ′ j , t j+1 )) define the function
From (6.10) it is clear thatq h (z, s, u; t * , ·) converges uniformly toq(z, s, u; t * , ·) on K as h → 0. By the smoothness of the map (t, x) → G(t * − t, x) in an open set containing [t j , t * − h] × K and using the estimate (6.10) once again, we obtain for 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1,
Here, the adjustment in the second term is justified because R N−1 ∂ jVi G(t * −t, x * −x)dx = 0 as G(t * − t, ·) is a probability density. By the uniform Hölder continuity ofq on K for an arbitrary compact K given in (6.13), the C 1 property of f 2 , and the estimate (6.14), we conclude that ∂ kqh (z, s, u; ·, ·) converges uniformly to the right-hand side of the above equation with h = 0 on I × K as h ↓ 0. From this and the continuity of (t, x) →q h (z, s, u; t, x), we conclude that ∂ kq (z, s, u; ·, ·) exists, is continuous, and for every (t * , x * ) ∈ I × K takes the form,
Using the above equation, (6.11), and (6.13), we obtain that for some κ 7 ∈ (0, ∞) and all u ∈ B N , z ∈ R N −1 , t * ∈ I, s ∈ J and x * ∈ K.
Finally, using (6.9) and (6.14) in the above, we obtain for all compact I, J, K
To deduce the existence of the second derivatives (∂ l ∂ kq (z, s, u; t, ·)) 1≤l,k≤N −1 , note that using integration by parts, we can rewrite (6.15) as
Now, along the same line of argument used to prove the existence of (∂ kq (z, s, u; t, ·)) 1≤k≤N −1 , we prove the Hölder continuity of the derivatives (∂ kq (z, s, u; t, ·)) 1≤k≤N −1 and use it to deduce that (∂ l ∂ kq (z, s, u; ·, ·)) 1≤l,k≤N −1 exist, are continuous, and satisfy
Next, using (6.11), (6.16) , and the Hölder estimates for ∂ l G and ∂ lVi G in (6.17), we conclude the following for all compact I, J, K
Finally, for the existence and regularity of the time derivative ∂ tq , we rewrite (6.8) for x * ∈ K as
Using this representation and the Hölder continuity of the derivatives (∂ kq (z, s, u; t, ·)) 1≤k≤N −1 , we can argue along the same lines as before to derive the existence and continuity of ∂ tq and the following representation:
Once more, using (6.11), (6.16) and the Hölder estimate for ∂ t G in (6.19), we conclude for all compact I, J, K
This finishes the proof of (6.4) and therefore of the lemma.
Proofs of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4
To avoid cumbersome notation, in this section we will write L for the operator L N introduced in (1.4) and consider for a function η :
where η = (η i ) N i=1 and η N +1 = η 1 . Let for t ≥ 0,p N (t, x) be the density with respect to the measure Φ N (dx) ofX N (t), given as in Lemma 6.1. Recall from (3.8) that Π N (dx) =p N (0, dx)Φ N (dx) satisfies the relative entropy bound for all N ∈ N:
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let Q Φ N denote the probability law of
. By chain rule of relative entropies
Finally, denoting by ω(t) the coordinate projection on C([0, T ] : R N ) at time t,
which completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.
The following lemma shows that if, for a fixed N , the initial density of the controlled process
Lemma 6.2. Fix N ∈ N and suppose there is a M ∈ (0, ∞) such thatp
Proof. Recall the system S Π N . = (V,F , {F t },P,X N (0), B N ) from Section 3.1 on which the process {X N (t)} is given. Also recall that we denote the measureP asP Π N to emphasize its dependence on the initial measure Π N . Define a probability measure P Π N on (V,F ) through the relation.
Recalling that ψ N ∈ A N s (S Π N ), we have for some κ N ∈ (0, ∞) and all non-negative measurable
Also, since Q Φ N is the probability measure on C([0, T ] : R N ) induced by X N , we have by Girsanov's theorem
where the last equality is from the stationarity of Q Φ N . Thus for all non-negative g
The result now follows on dividing by
Proof of Lemma 3.4. By Lemma 6.1, we know thatp N (·, ·) is C 1,2 for {t ∈ (t j , t j+1 ) : 1 ≤ j ≤ K} and x ∈ R N . Therefore, we will assume without loss of generality thatp N (t, x) is C 1,2 for t ∈ (0, T ) and x ∈ R N . In the general case, the same proof can be employed by applying Itô's formula on the time intervals (t j , t j+1 ) to give us the desired result.
To avoid cumbersome notation, we will suppress the N dependence in the notation and write the functional I N as I. The first step will be to show that
(6.23)
First assume that there exists M > 0 such thatp N (0, x)) ≤ M for all x ∈ R N . We begin by observing that one can find an increasing sequence of smooth functions (η n ) n≥1 on R N with compact support such that, (i) η n (x) = 1 when |x| ≤ n, (ii) 0 < η(x) ≤ 1 when |x| < n + 1 and η n (x) = 0 when |x| ≥ n + 1, (iii) there exists γ(η) ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all n, N ∈ N,
In what follows we writeX N t asX t . Define the 'localized entropy'
By the continuity ofp N and the monotone convergence theorem, for each t,
n,N (t) = H n,N (t). Asp N is C 1,2 and η n is smooth, we can apply Itô's formula to log(p N (t,X t ))η n (X t ) to obtain for 0 < t 1 < t 2 < T ,
where logp N (t, x) ≥ ǫ for all (t, x), the local martingale part in the above equation is, in fact, a martingale and we deduce
By the entropy bound obtained in Lemma 3.3, there is a γ(p) ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all t ∈ [0, T ], N ∈ N, and M ∈ (0, ∞) (recall that M is the bound on the initial density)
In fact γ(p) can be taken to be 3C 0 /2 where C 0 is as in (3.8) . Therefore, by the dominated convergence theorem,
where H N is as defined in (3.9). Recalling that
For the middle term on the right side we havē
and for the third term in (6.27) we havē
From the above expressions, we can writē
where
(6.29)
We will now show that lim sup
In the fourth equality above, we have used the fact that ifp N (s, x) = 0 for some (s, x), global non-negativity ofp N will imply that ∂ spN (s, x) = 0. Again by dominated convergence theorem,
In obtaining the inequality above, we have used the fact that ifp N (s, x) = 0 for some (s, x), then from non-negativity ofp N it follows that V ipN (s, x) = 0 for each i, and, as such an (s, x) is a local minimum, V 2 ip N (s, x) ≥ 0 for each i and therefore
The last equality in (6.32) follows from the fact that L is symmetric with respect to the measure Φ N (dx). By part (iii) of the set of conditions satisfied by (η n ) n≥1 , there is a γ 1 (η) ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all n, N ∈ N and
Moreover, by (1.3) and the entropy bound (6.25), there is a κ 1 ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all n, N ∈ N and 0 < t 1 < t 2 < T
Therefore, as Lη n converges to zero pointwise as n → ∞, by dominated convergence theorem and (6.32),
Next, we consider the third term in (6.28). By the monotone convergence theorem,
Sincep N (0, ·) ≤ M , we have by Lemma 6.2 that for each N ∈ N,
Thus, applying Hölder's inequality with p > 2 and p −1 + q −1 = 1, along with (1.3), yields for each
Therefore, by dominated convergence theorem,
Consider now the fourth term in the definition of T (ǫ) 1 (n). From (3.5) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we conclude that for each N ∈ N there is a c 1 (N )
Again from part (iii) of the set of conditions satisfied by (η n ) n≥1 , there is a γ 2 (η) ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all n, N ∈ N and
. Therefore, by (6.25) and dominated convergence theorem, we conclude that
Finally, for the last term in (6.28) observe that, from dominated convergence theorem, the form of the operator L, and (6.33),
In the third equality above, we have once more used the fact that ifp N (s, x) = 0 for some (s, x), then V ipN (s, x) = 0 for each i. From (6.31), (6.33), (6.34), (6.35) and (6.36), we conclude that (6.30) is satisfied. We will now obtain an upper bound on T (ǫ) 2 (n) in terms of I (ǫ) n defined as
Observe that
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
By (3.5) and parts (i) and (ii) of conditions on (η n ) n≥1 applied to the right-hand side above, for each N ∈ N there is a c 2 (N ) ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all n ∈ N, 0 < t 1 < t 2 < T and M ∈ (0, ∞) (the bound on the initial density)
From (6.38) and (6.39), we obtain
We have from Lemma 3.3 and (6.26), that for some κ 2 ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all 0 < t 1 < t 2 < T , N ∈ N and M ∈ (0, ∞)
and (6.30), we have
From the bound on T 
Moreover, from (6.40) and (6.41), it follows that for each N ∈ N there is a c 3 (N ) ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all 0 < t 1 < t 2 < T and M ∈ (0, ∞)
Taking limits t 1 ↓ 0 and t 2 ↑ T , we obtain that for each
which proves (6.23) when the initial densityp N (0, ·) of the controlled process is bounded. Now, we address the general case. First, it follows from a variational representation of the function I (see [12] ) that I is lower semicontinuous under the topology of weak convergence of measures, i.e., if a sequence of measures µ (k) (dx) = p (k) (x)dx converges weakly to µ(dx) = p(x)dx, then
Consider the sequence of densities
where k 0 is chosen large enough to ensure that the denominator in the above expression is positive for all k ≥ k 0 . It is straightforward to check that for fixed N , the law at time t of the controlled process with initial measure having densityp
, converges weakly as k → ∞ to that of our original controlled process at time t, namelyX N (t). Moreover, for fixed N ,
and therefore, exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, there is K ∈ N and γ 1 (p) ∈ (0, ∞) such that for
The proof of the case with bounded initial density given above now gives that there is a c 4 (N ) ∈ (0, ∞) such that for each k ≥ K,
Using lower semicontinuity of the functional I and Fatou's lemma, we obtain
which proves (6.23) for the general case. Now, we proceed to prove the bound claimed in the lemma, namely (3.10). As before, we first assume that there exists M > 0 such thatp N (0, x) ≤ M for all x ∈ R N . We recall the expression T (ǫ) 2 (n) from (6.29). To estimate the last term in the expression for T (ǫ) 2 (n), we use parts (i) and (ii) of the set of conditions satisfied by (η n ) n≥1 and apply Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to obtain
Using the bound in (3.8) and monotone convergence theorem in the bound above, we get lim sup 
Note that by (6.23) the terms on the right side are finite. Now, using (6.43) and (6.46) in (6.42) we obtain
By taking limits t 1 ↓ 0 and t 2 ↑ T in the above bound, we get
For the general case whenp N (0, ·) is not bounded, approximatep
N (0, ·) as before and let K and γ 1 (p) be as above (6.44) . The proof of the case whenp N (0, ·) bounded given above and the bound (6.44) now gives for each k ≥ K,
Using lower semicontinuity and Fatou's lemma, we obtain
Finally, we obtain (3.10) from the above bound by noting that the functional I is convex in its argument and hence,
In this section, we will prove Lemma 3.5 which establishes the tightness ofμ N in Ω = C ([0, T ] : M S ) when the sequence {ψ N , Π N } is as in Lemma 3.3.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Tightness ofμ N in Ω will be established by showing the following two equalities:
and for every ǫ > 0 and smooth function J on S,
The equation in (7.1) gives the tightness of the marginals ofμ N and (7.2) gives an equicontinuity estimate. Together, (7.1) and (7.2) imply thatμ N is tight.
7.1 Proof of (7.1)
Recall that {X N (t)} is given on the probability space (V,F ,P) associated with a system S Π N . = (V,F , {F t },P,X N (0), B N ). Further, recall that the probability measureP is also denoted asP Π N . By enlarging the space if needed, we can construct aF 0 measurable R N -valued random variablē V N (0) with probability law Φ N and construct the controlled process {V N (t)} on this probability space as {X N (t)} was defined in Section 3.1 using the same control processes {ψ N i }. We denote the probability law ofV 
We begin by establishing an exponential estimate onQ Φ N (µ N / ∈ Ω l ). By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequalitȳ
From (2.8) recall that for some C 1 , C 2 , l 0 ∈ (0, ∞), P(µ N / ∈ Ω l ) ≤ C 1 e −C 2 N l for all l ≥ l 0 and N ∈ N. By Girsanov's theorem and recalling that ψ N satisfy the bound in (3.8), we have that for some
Thus, combining (2.8) and (7.3) we have for all l ≥ l 0 and
. Assume without loss of generality that l 0 > 2C 3 /C 2 . Then, with C 4 = 1 2 C 2 we have for all l ≥ L and N ∈ NQ
The rest of the proof is the same as [12] . We give the details for the sake of completeness. Let A be the event {µ N / ∈ Ω l }, let g = θI A where θ = log 1 + 1/Q Φ N (A) . Applying the chain rule for relative entropy we have 5) whereQ Π N is as introduced in the proof of Lemma 3.3 and the inequality is from (3.8) . Therefore using the Donsker-Varadhan variational formula (see for example [8, Lemma 1.4.3] )
By the definition of g and θ and (7.4) we havē
Letting N → ∞ and then l → ∞ we have lim l→∞ lim sup N →∞PΠ N (μ N / ∈ Ω l ) = 0 which completes the proof of (7.1).
Proof of (7.2)
Fix a smooth test function J on S. Then
Recalling the definition ofX N from (3.1) we see that it suffices to show that
Proofs of (7.7) and (7.8) are straightforward. In particular, (7.7) follows from Lévy's modulus of continuity theorem and for (7.8) note that
where C 0 is as in (3.8).
The proof of (7.6) follows by the same argument as in [12] , however we give the details for completeness. Once again we abbreviateX N , X N asX, X, respectively. Since J ′′ is bounded, it suffices to show
Recall the cutoff function φ ′ l from (5.1) and note that (7.6) holds clearly when φ ′ is replaced by φ ′ l . Thus to prove (7.6) it suffices to show that
for all ǫ > 0. Note that
and by the Donsker-Varadhan variational formula and Lemma 3.3, for any 0 ≤ t ≤ T and any γ > 0
where the last inequality follows from the stationarity of {X(t)} and C 0 is as in (3.8) . Dividing by N γ we havē
since Φ N is the stationary measure for X t . Assumption (1.3) implies that for all l sufficiently large
Therfore,
Letting γ → ∞ completes the proof of (7.6) and hence also the proof of (7.2).
Tightness and Subsequential Limits of (L
In this section, we will prove Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 which establish tightness and characterize subsequential limits of (L N , ν N ), whereL N (defined in (3.12)) and
defined as in (3.11)) are random measures constructed from the initial collection {X N i (0)} N i=1 .
Proof of Lemma 3.6
Let λ N ∈ P(S) be defined as
. By (3.13), the convexity of relative entropy, and Jensen's inequality
Since for all α ∈ R, R e αy Φ(dy) < ∞ by (1.2), we have from the above relative entropy bound that E Π N ν N is tight sequence in P(R × S) (see e.g. Lemma 1.4.3.d in [8] ). Consequently {ν N } is a tight sequence of P(R × S)-valued random variables. Next we claim thatĒ Π NL N =Ē Π N ν N , from which it will then follow thatL N is a tight sequence of P(R × S)-valued random variables as well. Let f be a bounded, continuous function on R × S. Then,
This proves the claim and hence completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 3.8
From Lemma 3.5, {μ N } is a tight sequence of Ω-valued random variables. We restrict attention to a subsequence along which (μ
It suffices to show that R |x|L(dxdθ) < ∞ a.s., (8.1) and that for all continuous f :
. In order to prove (8.1) and (8.2) it then suffices to show that
To prove (8.3), we use the inequality that for all a,
where the last inequality is from (3.13). The equality in (8.3) now follows on sending first N , then M → ∞ and and finally σ to ∞.
Proof of Lemma 3.9
By (3.24),
, and therefore by Lemma 3.6,L N is tight. It thus suffices to show that ifL is any subsequential limit ofL N , thenL = π * . For that, it in turn suffices to show that for every bounded uniformly continuous f on
By Markov's inequality,
To see this note that for i > j, and with
and
The claim now follows since |∆ N j | ≤ 2 f ∞ . Using the above observations on the right side of (8.4), we have 1
Letting N → ∞ and then δ → 0 we have that
The result follows since ǫ > 0 is arbitrary.
Proof of Lemma 3.7
Since the second marginal of ν N is the uniform measure on {i/N } N i=1 , it is clear that the the second marginal of ν must be λ (namely the Lebesgue measure on S). To see thatL = ν, let
Note thatĒ
Therefore,Ē Π N (∆ N i ∆ N j ) = 0 for all i = j, and sō
The result follows on sending N → ∞.
Proof of Proposition 2.1
In this section we provide the proof of Proposition 2.1. Part (a) of the proposition will be proved in Section 9.1 and part (b) will be completed in Section 9.2.
Proof of Proposition 2.1(a)
Let {Z N } be as in the statement of Proposition 2.1 and I be a [0, ∞]-valued function on Ω such that for all continuous and bounded g on Ω, (2.3) holds. We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 9.1. Let M < ∞ and let {h l } l∈N be a sequence of continuous functions on Ω such that 0 ≤ h l (y) ≤ M for all y ∈ Ω and all l. Then
In particular, for every ǫ > 0 there exists As the choice of ǫ ∈ (0, 1 2 ) was arbitrary, this proves the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 2.1(b)
We begin by showing that (2.6) implies (2.7). We now complete the proof of part (b) of Proposition 2.1. Once more, the proof is adapted from [8, Theorem 1.2.3] . Let F be closed set in Ω. By Lemma 9.2, it suffices to show that (2.6) holds for all l. Fix l ∈ N, and let ϕ(µ) . = I (F l ) c (µ) · ∞ so that for all N ∈ N, e −N ϕ(µ) = I F l (µ). For j ∈ N let h j (µ) . = j min{d * (µ, F l ), 1}. From Lemma 1.1(c) h j is a continuous function on Ω. Clearly 0 ≤ h j (µ) ≤ j and h j (µ) ≤ ϕ(µ) for all µ ∈ Ω. Therefore, for each fixed j, Therefore there exists an infinite subsequence of j such that inf µ∈Ω {h j (µ) + I(µ)} < M, and for each j along this subsequence there exists µ j ∈ Ω such that h j (µ j ) + I(µ j ) < M. Note that d * (µ j , F l ) → 0 as j → ∞ along the chosen subsequence since otherwise h j (µ j ) would diverge to ∞. Therefore, there exists a sequence ν j of points in F l such that d * (µ j , ν j ) → 0 along the subsequence. By assumption the set {x ∈ Ω : I(x) ≤ M } is compact. Thus we can extract a further subsequence of µ j along which µ j converges in Ω to some µ * satisfying I(µ * ) ≤ M . From Lemma 1.1(b) (part (iii)) we now have that d * (µ j , µ * ) → 0. Therefore, d * (ν j , µ * ) → 0. Since F l is closed in Ω l , this implies that µ * ∈ F l . But, I(µ * ) ≤ M < I(F l ), which is a contradiction. Thus (2.6) holds.
10 Existence, uniqueness and continuity of solutions to (1.11) In this section we provide the proofs of Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12.
Proof of Lemma 3.11
Proof. Note that the sequence {ψ N i } satisfies (3.4) and (3.5) . It also satisfies the first inequality in (3.8) for some C 0 ∈ (0, ∞). Observe that u N converges to u in L 2 since u is uniformly continuous. By [8, Lemma 6.2.3 .g], we can obtain a probability measure π ∈ P(R × S) whose second marginal is the uniform measure on S and which satisfies the following: (i) R xπ 1 (dx|θ) = m 0 (θ), where π(dxdθ) = π 1 (dx|θ)dθ is the atomization of π,
(ii) R(π 1 (·|θ)||Φ(·)) = h(m 0 (θ)) for each θ ∈ S.
As in (3.16) . By the calculations leading to (3.24), R(Π N ||Φ N ) ≤ N R(π||π 0 ) where from (ii) above R(π||π 0 ) = S h(m 0 (θ))dθ < ∞. Therefore, by Lemma 3.5,μ N constructed as in Section 3.1 using Π N and {ψ N i } is tight and consequently we can find a subsequence along whichμ N converges to some limitμ. Thus, by Theorem 3.10,μ(t, dθ) has a density m(t, θ), namely µ(t, dθ) = m(t, θ)dθ for a.e. t which solves (1.11) with the given u and satisfies integrability conditions (1.9), (1.10), and (1.8).
Proof of Lemma 3.12
Proof. For any ǫ > 0 and any bounded, Lipschitz function J on the unit circle, there exists a smooth functionJ such that J −J ∞ ≤ ǫ and J L ≤ J L . Therefore, since sup 0≤t≤T m i (t, ·) 1 < ∞, it suffices to restrict attention to smooth test functions, J, in which case, J L = J ′ ∞ .
If m(t, θ) is any weak solution to (1.11) with sup 0≤t≤T m(t, ·) 1 < ∞, then for all smooth functions J on S, and Π N defineμ N n asμ N was defined in Section 3.1. For each fixed n, by the same argument used in (3.24), the paragraph following it, and the uniqueness established in part (i) of the current lemma, µ N n converges weakly to µ n as Ω-valued random variables as N → ∞. In particular, for each fixed n, S f dµ N n (t n , dθ) converges in probability (since the limit is non-random) to S f (θ)µ n (t n , dθ) as N → ∞. Choose N n < ∞ such that
Therefore, as | S f dµ n (t n )| → ∞, for any M > 0 we can find n M such that for all n ≥ n M ,
But by the uniform L 2 -boundedness of u n , the fact that
and Lemma 3.5, we have that the collection {µ Nn n } n≥1 is tight (as a sequence of Ω-valued random variables). Thus we have a contradiction and therefore {µ n } n≥1 is uniformly bounded in total variation norm.
Proof of Lemma 1.1
To see part (a), consider the new Polish space (S, d) withS = S ∪ P where P is an external point with d(x, P ) = 1 for all x ∈ S and the restriction of d to S is the intrinsic metric on S. Suppose a sequence of {µ n } ⊂ M l S converges to µ weakly. The we must have µ T V ≤ sup n µ n T V ≤ l and so µ ∈ M l S . Consider the "balanced" measures as k → ∞. As sup f ∈BL 1 (S) | f, µ n − µ | → 0, we have S f dµ = S f dμ for all bounded Lipschitz functions f on S and hence, µ =μ. Hence, µ n k converges weakly to µ. Since the choice of subsequence is arbitrary, the whole sequence µ n converges weakly to µ. Also, µ ∈ M l S . This establishes equivalence of weak convergence and bounded Lipschitz convergence for measures in M l S . We now prove (b). In order to prove (i) it suffices to show that for every f ∈ C(S) and ε > 0 F . = {μ ∈ Ω : sup 0≤t≤T | μ(t), f − µ(t), f | ≥ ε} is closed in Ω. Suppose for some l > 0,μ n ∈ F l = F ∩ Ω l andμ n →μ in Ω l . Then we must have from part (a) that sup 0≤t≤T | μ n (t), f − μ(t), f | → 0. This shows thatμ ∈ F ∩ Ω l . For part (ii) note that by part (i) and uniform boundedness principle, for some l ∈ (0, ∞), µ n ∈ Ω l for all n. Thus µ ∈ Ω l as well. Finally, part (iii) now follows from noting that from the definition of the direct limit topology, for every ε > 0, and l ′ > 0
and since µ n → µ we must have µ n ∈ {μ ∈ Ω : d * (μ, µ) < ε} for large n. Therefore, part (iii) is now a consequence of part (ii). Finally consider (c). Suppose µ n → µ in Ω. From (b) (ii) there exists l ′ > l such that µ n , µ ∈ Ω l ′ and d * (µ n , µ) → 0. Also note that F l is closed in Ω l ′ . Thus since h(µ) = d * (µ, F l ) for µ ∈ Ω l ′ and the right side is a continuous function on Ω l ′ , we have that h(µ n ) → h(µ) as n → ∞.
